Abstract

As with many industries, higher education is dealing with increasing challenges. This paper will discuss how KU’s Office of Institutional Research and Planning (OIRP) has leveraged SAS products, and in particular, the SAS BI toolset, to deliver critical decision-support information across a spectrum of subject areas during these times of uncertainty and change. The case study discussed will involve student application funnel business process and the scoring of applications using such SAS products as Enterprise Miner, BI Dashboard, and the Add-on to Microsoft Office tools.

Introduction

For those not familiar with the administrative structures of higher education institutions, at the University of Kansas the Office of Institutional Research and Planning (OIRP) is a staff office which reports to the Provost/Executive Vice Chancellor. Our mission is dedicated to meeting the data, information, analytical, and planning needs of the Lawrence campus and the central administration of the University of Kansas.

OIRP initially developed a planning and management information system called the Departmental Executive Management Information System (DEMIS). It used SAS® Internet products to deliver management and analytical information to departmental administrators since 1999. During the 2007-2008 academic year, OIRP migrated the existing DEMIS system into the new business intelligence (BI) architecture found with the SAS Enterprise BI Server products and switched to the SAS Enterprise BI Server as our production system in July 2008. The original DEMIS system was created using a combination of SAS software and internal development. The migration to the new SAS product was done to move away from an “in-house” development model and use an enterprise-level, integrated BI architecture while leveraging OIRP’s knowledge and experience with SAS. This summer, KU’s DEMIS system was migrated to the SAS 9.2 BI Server version with new hardware. We are finalizing our systems and plan to switch to our 9.2 BI Server system in October 2011.

This paper will describe our decision-support system and specifically discuss the ways in which the University of Kansas has leveraged what SAS and in particular the BI platform provides to help deliver to campus decision-makers the necessary information to effectively manage our institution. As examples, I will use projects dealing with the recruitment of undergraduates throughout this paper.

What is DEMIS?

At KU, DEMIS is the term used for our decision support or business intelligence system. KU is using SAS BI Solution to deliver decision support information via the SAS BI Portal to departmental units. There are five broad areas of information: General, Academic, Financials, HR/Pay, and Student Administration, with a few specialized areas also available, as seen in the tabs along the left side of Figure 1 below.

![Figure 1: Academic Subject page from KU’s DEMIS Portal](image-url)
These subject areas are organized as pages in the SAS BI Portal, and within each of the pages there will be various portlets or groupings of informational items or reports. The pages, portlets, and items can all have various levels of security roles applied. For instance, at KU in our Academic subject area, we’ve created a security setup that allows “academic” users to have access to academic items from a general to a highly restricted level of access:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. DEMIS_AcadGeneral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. DEMIS_AcadQuery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. DATA_AcadQuery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. DEMIS_ProvostDeans</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The real strength that the BI Server provides is in providing the decision support manager with a framework to give users the tools to answer their own questions within an appropriate security framework. This can involve anything from static published reports to dynamic queries against live transactional data. We utilize all these methods through a combination of SAS for Windows programs that might publish to the WebDAV that supports the SAS BI system to much more dynamic access of data and information using SAS BI stored process queries, SAS Web Report Studio reports, and SAS BI dashboards that can provide a visual front-end interface to subject area trends and analytics.

**Usage of DEMIS**

I have just touched on a small subset of the various subject areas and reports that we provide to our user community. The daily usage profile of the queries that run from our system shows that the majority of our queries are around operational business functions. Financial expenditures, from general department needs to those from research grants, are the areas with heaviest customer usage. Figure 2 shows the breakdown by general subject query areas by percentage of use, with an average of about 1,100 stored process queries being run on a daily basis.

![DEMIS Subject Area Use](image)

**Figure 2: DEMIS subject area usage**

**DEMIS Hardware Architecture for SAS 9.2 BI Server**

For our upgrade to the SAS 9.2 BI Server, we have put three HP ProLiant DL380 G7 Base servers running Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5, with 1 x 2.66 GHz Quad-Core CPU and 30 GB RAM to support mid-tier, metadata, and compute servers. We also have an ETL server with the same specifications to support our use of the SAS Data Integration Studio product and our data warehouse jobs. Figure 3 is a basic architecture diagram of our environment.
Other SAS products on campus

The analysts in OIRP as well as in many other administrative offices on campus still use SAS for Windows in much of their day-to-day work. Our administrative suite of products also includes SAS Enterprise Guide, SAS Add-in for Microsoft Office, SAS Data Integration Studio, and OIRP also has a workstation license for SAS Enterprise Miner.

How we use the different elements of our SAS suite of products to support the decision makers on campus, and in particular the recruitment of undergraduate students, will be the primary topic of this paper.

Working to become an Analytical Competitor

In their book *Analytics at Work: Smarter Decisions, Better Results* (2010), Davenport, Harris, & Morison describe their success factors for the capabilities and assets an organization needs to put analytics to work successfully. They use the acronym DELTA, or the Greek letter that signifies “change” in an equation, for keeping these success factors in mind (p. 19):

- **D** for accessible, high-quality data
- **E** for an enterprise orientation
- **L** for analytical leadership
- **T** for strategic targets
- **A** for analysts

The authors propose that these five success factors need to move forward roughly proportional and provide a model of progress for an institution that has five stages (pp. 21-22):

1. **Analytically Impaired**: The organization lacks one or several of the prerequisites for serious analytical work, such as data, analysts, or senior management interests.
2. **Localized Analytics**: There are pockets of analytical activity within the organization, but they are not coordinated or focused on strategic targets.
3. **Analytical Aspirations**: The organization envisions a more analytical future, has established analytical capabilities, and has a few significant initiatives under way, but progress is slow because not all DELTA elements are in place.
4. **Analytical Companies**: The organization has the needed human and technological resources, applies analytics regularly, and realizes benefits across the business. But its strategic focus is not grounded in analytics, and it hasn’t turned analytics to competitive advantage.

5. **Analytical Competitors**: The organization routinely uses analytics as a distinctive business capability. It takes an enterprise-wide approach, has committed and involved leadership, and has achieved large-scale results. It portrays itself both internally and externally as an analytical competitor.

During more than twenty years at the University of Kansas in many roles within the area of institutional research, I have seen our institution’s administrative areas work through these stages of analytical development as technological and people resources have become available and the campus leadership across many areas seeks out analytics to help support and inform decision making. With many of the pieces in place across our campus, it is my impression that the institution is ready to enter the stage of an Analytical Competitor and the SAS platform, and in particular the SAS BI Server, will be key components that help get us there.

**The Case Study: Leveraging our SAS products to understand Undergraduate recruitment**

The University of Kansas is a comprehensive research and teaching university that held its first classes in 1866. It has multiple campuses (Main campus: Lawrence; Edwards campus: Overland Park; Medical center: Kansas City, Kan., and Salina; School of Medicine and School of Pharmacy clinical campuses: Wichita) with enrollment around 30,000 students. It offers over 345 degree programs and is a member of the Association of American Universities.

One of the major challenges facing KU is the changing population demographic in Kansas and several area states. The population of high school seniors is decreasing and will continue to do so for several years. The trend graph for the population of Kansas high school seniors in recent and upcoming years is provided below in Figure 4 (Source: Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, 2008).

![Figure 4: WICHE High School Graduates Projection Data for Kansas](image)

This drop in the number of traditional college attending in-state residents will require the university to find ways to appeal to, and attract high school seniors from other states if we want to maintain a stable level of undergraduate enrollments.

**Using SAS GTL: Pictures are worth a thousand words**

Starting with SAS 9.2, SAS provided the Graph Template Language which provides the user with the ability to generate professional looking graphic output and store the template for reuse with other data. The GTL is the underlying language for the default templates that are provided by SAS for procedures that use ODS Statistical Graphics and is very powerful.

OIRP was asked to create a report on the enrollment yield of admitted new freshmen by academic ability and various demographics to help understand changing enrollment trends within academic ability groups. Academic ability is a metric that we calculate based on high school GPA and college entrance test scores. The score is binned into five
bands, with band #1 being the high academic ability students and band #5 being the lowest. The bin groups are not simple quintiles but based on enrollment and application break points along distribution of the ability metric. Band #1 makes up about three percent of our application volume while Band #5 accounts for almost 50 percent, the rest fall in-between.

The SAS statement to generate the report seen on the page 6 is provided below. But of course the GTL statements are a little more involved. The GTL statements to create the template YLDBNDS are provide in Appendix 1. Additional work can be done to make the template code even more dynamic, but the code below passes to the template the fields in the data set to use for counts of admitted and enrolled students for the left and right side horizontal bar graphs. This style of graph is often referred to as a population tree.

ODS LISTING CLOSE;
options rtf body=%outpath(_AbilBndYldGrp&_sysdate..rtf) style=lines_oirp_rtf;
%
%formal(Yield Rates by Ability Bands, Fall 2007-Fall 2010, Admitted FYR Applications Only);
title2 'By Residency';
proc sgrender data=WORK.bnd_rpt template=YLDBNDS;
dynamic _LHDR="Kansas Resident" _RHDR="Out-of-State"
  _L1A="ADM IS 1" _L1E="ENR IS 1" _R1A="ADM OS 1" _R1E="ENR OS 1"
  _L2A="ADM IS 2" _L2E="ENR IS 2" _R2A="ADM OS 2" _R2E="ENR OS 2"
  _L3A="ADM IS 3" _L3E="ENR IS 3" _R3A="ADM OS 3" _R3E="ENR OS 3"
  _L4A="ADM IS 4" _L4E="ENR IS 4" _R4A="ADM OS 4" _R4E="ENR OS 4"
  _L5A="ADM IS 5" _L5E="ENR IS 5" _R5A="ADM OS 5" _R5E="ENR OS 5";
run;

This report helped illustrate that in recent years we have been seeing a decrease in applicants as well as enrollment yield in the lower ability bands, while the reverse was occurring at the upper bands. This change was occurring during the economic down turn that started in Fall 2008 (but impacted our Fall 2009 class) in combination with the decrease in the high school seniors. In difficult economic times, parents might be less inclined to send their child that might struggle academically to their state’s flag-ship university.

So given the environment of fewer Kansas high school seniors and decreasing applications and enrollments in the lower academic ability bands, OIRP is working with the Office of Admissions to identify and score those high school students who “raised their hand” to express interest in KU, and indicate which of them are also likely to apply; as well as once the student is admitted, who is most likely to enroll and be successful.

Using SAS Enterprise Miner: Putting Analytics to Work

SAS Enterprise Miner is the SAS product that is used for data mining. According to the SAS documentation, It “...streamlines the data mining process to create highly accurate predictive and descriptive models based on analysis of vast amounts of data from across an enterprise.” (Getting Started with SAS® Enterprise Miner™ 6.1). The SAS Enterprise Miner product has a vast array of statistical models that can be applied against data to gain an understanding of patterns and relationships within the data, and is beyond the scope for this paper. Please refer to the documentation for SAS Enterprise Miner on the SAS website for details of the product.

For the purposes of our case study, I will briefly describe what variables we found useful in our inquiry-to-applicant model, and how we make use of the results. In our modeling of inquiry data to applicant, we found the following factors to be important in predicting an application for high school students in Kansas:

**Kansas Resident Model:**

**Dependent variable:**
- Applicant (1/0)

**Indicators included in the model:**
- Institutional Choice: KU’s ranking on college entrance exam
- Distance from KU: Distance between home ZIP code centroid and KU
- Referral Group: How the student came into the prospects data
- Prospect point of creation: HS grade level (9,10,11,12) of student when first entered in prospects data
- Total number of campus visits: Number of times the prospect registered and attended an admissions event
Figure 5: Example report output using GTL
The SAS Enterprise Miner software found that a decision-tree provided the best predictive models when compared with the validation data set. The mined model (n=43,640), with a 20.5% misclassification rate, predicts 33.8% of inquiries will apply. Institutional choice was the most powerful predictor. Of the students who indicated KU was their 1st choice or who submitted a supplemental score, the model predicted almost 78% will apply. If KU was a student’s 2nd to 5th choice or if institutional choice is missing, the model predicted 20.5% will apply. Within this sub-group, students living within 35 miles of KU were more likely to apply than those further away, 31.1% versus 12.3% respectively. A snippet of the decision-tree diagram is found in Figure 6 below:

![Decision-tree diagram of Kansas Inquiry-to-Applicant model](image)

SAS Enterprise Miner provides the scoring code from the model to use with your databases. We can take the scoring code generated by the model and apply it to our constantly changing inquiry pool to score and categorize the prospective applicants. This information provides our campus undergraduate recruiters additional insights on where to spend their time and resources. A sample of what the scoring code generated by SAS Enterprise Miner looks like is provided below. Notice that the variable P_APPLICANT1, or the probability of becoming an applicant highlighted by the box below, is set to 0.7717 (or the 77.2% seen in the right-most node in the second row of boxes in Figure 6), and the I_APPLICANT field gets set to ‘1’ or that we are “flagging” and predicting that an inquiry with institutional choice values of 1 or S will be applying to KU.

```sas
****** ASSIGN OBSERVATION TO NODE ******;
_ARBFMT_1 = PUT( INST_CHOICE , $1.);
%DMNORMIP( _ARBFMT_1);
IF _ARBFMT_1 IN ('1', 'S') THEN DO;
  _NODE_  = 2;
  _LEAF_  = 1;
  P_APPLICANT0  = 0.22826729745712;
  P_APPLICANT1  = 0.77173270254287;
  V_APPLICANT0  = 0.22110552763819;
  V_APPLICANT1  = 0.7788944723618;
  I_APPLICANT  = '1';
  U_APPLICANT  = 1;
END;
ELSE DO;
<additional node scoring has been removed; about 100 lines of scoring code>
```
Making the Results of the scoring available to the Enterprise

The Office of Admissions has requested that they would like those inquires who have not applied to be scored and categorized on a scale of 1 to 10 once a week. With 10 representing the highest likelihood to apply and 1 the lowest. The scoring will be done through a nightly SAS batch job that provides a data feed back into KU’s undergraduate prospect data system as well as being surfaced on DEMIS for reporting and analytics.

Making the operational data available to undergraduate recruiters is currently done by creating contact listings of inquiries and publishing the spreadsheet XML to the SAS BI Server WebDAV. We plan to publish to individual recruiter WebDAV folders just their contacts to pursue using the SAS publishing framework. This will be done when we complete our upgrade to the SAS 9.2 BI Server environment. What this looks like currently on the DEMIS portal for next fall’s applicants is displayed below in Figures 7, 8, and 9.

![Published Package surfaced in a SAS BI portlet](image)

**Figure 7: Published Package surfaced in a SAS BI portlet**

![Package of Reports made available each day on Portal](image)

**Figure 8: Package of Reports made available each day on Portal**

![A few of the data items available to recruiters on a daily basis](image)

**Figure 9: A few of the data items available to recruiters on a daily basis**
We create our spreadsheets using the SAS ODS MARKUP TAGSET=ExcelXP. We find that this spreadsheet XML ODS output format allows us programmatically apply formatting options. Some of the options that we use for this particular report are listed below, but of particular use is setting all the columns with an auto filter and freezing the header row so that as a user scrolls down the header stays in frame:

```sas
ods markup tagset=excelxp style=minimal body=XLSFILE
  options( AutoFilter='YES' Frozen_Headers='Yes'
    Row_Repeate='1' Orientation='Landscape'
    Center_Horizontal='yes' AUTOFIT_HEIGHT='YES' PRINT_HEADER_MARGIN='0.3'
    PRINT_FOOTER_MARGIN='0.3' SHEET_INTERVAL='PROC' SHEET_NAME="Freshmen" );
```

Publishing content to the SAS BI WebDAV can be accomplished in many ways, but we will often use the publishing framework feature of SAS Integration Technologies that consists of SAS CALL routines that can be coded in a DATA step. A snippet of the SAS code used to publish the reports on the previous page is listed below. The statements within angle brackets ("< >") are just place holders for this paper and not part of the actual code.

```sas
desc="Fall & appyr FYR and TRF Applicant Detail";
  CALL INSERT_FILE(packageId,
    "filename:&wdir/Fall_ADM_Applicant_detail.xml","BINARY",
    "application/vnd.ms-excel", desc, nameValue, rc);
  if rc ne 0 then do;
    msg=sysmsg();
    put 'Insert File issue: ' msg;
    abort;
  end;
  call package_publish(packageId, 'TO_WEBDAV', rc,
    'HTTP_USER,HTTP_PASSWORD,COLLECTION_URL,IF_EXISTS',
    '<system account>','{sasenc}<system password>',
    '<our URL root>/KUShared/DEMIS_General/VPSS/Recruitment/DailyRpts',
    "UPDATE");
  if rc ne 0 then do;
    msg=sysmsg();
    put 'Package Publish issue: ' msg;
    abort;
  end;
```

Publishing in this way allows the recruiters to always have access to their contacts of interest if they have access to the internet. If they are on campus and in their office, we plan to allow them to access the data tables directly from their desktops using SAS Add-in to Microsoft Office once we finish the migration to the SAS 9.2 BI environment.

**Opening a Data table in Excel using the SAS Add-in to Microsoft Office**

The nice thing about the SAS BI platform is that we can leverage the security framework in the metadata server to allow our users to access data they need to get to in a secure manner. If a user has access to the SAS library where we have registered an Oracle reporting datamart, the user can browse to the table as illustrated in Figure 10 below:

![Figure 10: Opening a SAS BI data source in Excel](image-url)
The user can apply filters to select just those records that they are interested in, which in Figure 11 below, is new freshmen (FYR admit type) and then pick a recruitment region of interest.

![Figure 11: Filtering a BI data source in Excel](image1)

An opened data table with the SAS Add-in to Microsoft Office toolbar displayed is illustrated below in Figure 12. The user can save the spreadsheet, open it one week later, hit the “Refresh” icon (circled in red below), and get their spreadsheet refreshed with up-to-date data from the warehouse.

![Figure 12: A SAS BI data source opened in Excel](image2)
Using SAS BI Dashboard to get an idea of the changing picture

This is the one area that we are looking forward to exploring the most with our new SAS BI Server environment. The updated SAS BI Dashboard product has many new features that we cannot wait to exploit. We have just begun to get into this product in our test environment, but I believe that it will provide our senior administrators with quick and easy to understand information for many of our key strategic initiatives.

A quick prototype of a dashboard for next year’s new freshmen prospects and applications can be seen below in Figure 13.

![Figure 13: Prototype of a New Freshmen Application Dashboard](image)

The interface to work with the SAS BI Dashboard allows a developer to edit and manage data sources, range levels, indicators, and a dashboard that brings all those elements together. For instance to adjust or change how a defined data source works, the developer is provided with the interface displayed in Figure 14.

![Figure 14: Interface to work with BI Dashboard Indicator Data](image)
The indicators can also be linked to other SAS reports so that the user can click through to more detailed data if that is desired by the developer. If things get tricky and the developer desires to apply code and logic behind the dashboard displays, SAS BI Dashboard can launch SAS stored processes (program code) behind the scenes to revise and adjust the data that feeds the indicators. SAS stored processes can also be used to generate graphic images that will be treated as static image content by the dashboard even though the image is being created upon the launch or refresh of the given indicator. There are many interesting examples of how to do these things in the proceedings of the 2011 SAS Global Forum (see articles by Craige, and Renison).

Conclusion

At the University of Kansas, we have found that our suite of SAS products, and in particular the SAS BI Server platform, provide us with a convenient and integrated delivery system for our decision-support and analytical needs. Not only can we provide the standard reports for campus business processes, but we can also make use of the platform to provide and deliver information from multiple SAS products as the need requires it.

We will soon be finalizing our upgrade to the SAS 9.2 BI platform and are eager to take advantage of the improvements and additional features that come with that system, in particular the enhancements to SAS Add-In to Microsoft Office and the SAS BI Dashboard.
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Appendix 1

GTL statements used to render graph on page 6.

```SAS
proc template;
define statgraph YLDBNDS;
begingraph / designheight=8.75in designwidth=7.5in border=false;
dynamic _LHDR _RHDR _L1A _L1E _R1A _R1E _L2A _L2E _R2A _R2E _L3A _L3E _R3A _R3E _L4A _L4E _R4A _R4E _L5A _L5E _R5A _R5E;
entrytitle _id='title' halign=center 'Comparisons of Ability Band Yields by Application Cycle' /
textattrs=(FAMILY="Arial");
layout lattice _id='lattice' / columndatarange=UNION COLUMNWEIGHTS=(.45 .55)
columngutter=5 columns=2
rowdatarange=data rowgutter=2 rows=5;
rowheaders;
  entry "Band #1" / ROTATE=90 textattrs=(FAMILY="Arial");
  entry "Band #2" / ROTATE=90 textattrs=(FAMILY="Arial");
  entry "Band #3" / ROTATE=90 textattrs=(FAMILY="Arial");
  entry "Band #4" / ROTATE=90 textattrs=(FAMILY="Arial");
  entry "Band #5" / ROTATE=90 textattrs=(FAMILY="Arial");
endrowheaders;
SIDEBAR  / ALIGN= TOP ;
discretelegend 'ADMIS1' 'ENRIS1' / across=2 BORDER=FALSE VALUEATTRS=(FAMILY="Arial");
endsidebar;
COLUMNS2HEADERS;
  entry _LHDR  / textattrs=(FAMILY="Arial");
  entry _RHDR  / textattrs=(FAMILY="Arial");
ENDCOLUMNS2HEADERS;
layout overlay _id='L1' / xaxisopts=(reverse=true DISPLAY=( LINE ))
yaxisopts=(display=(LINE ));
  REFERENCELINE X = 100 / LINEATTRS=(COLOR=GRAY PATTERN=SHORTDASH);
  REFERENCELINE X = 200 / LINEATTRS=(COLOR=GRAY PATTERN=SHORTDASH);
  REFERENCELINE X = 300 / LINEATTRS=(COLOR=GRAY PATTERN=SHORTDASH);
  REFERENCELINE X = 400 / LINEATTRS=(COLOR=GRAY PATTERN=SHORTDASH);
  REFERENCELINE X = 500 / LINEATTRS=(COLOR=GRAY PATTERN=SHORTDASH);
  barchart _id='L1A' x=APPL_CYCLE y=_L1A / name='ADMIS1' skin=modern
LEGENDLABEL= "Admits" datatransparency=0.5 orient=horizontal;
  barchart _id='L1E' x=APPL_CYCLE y=_L1E / name='ENRIS1' skin=modern
LEGENDLABEL= "Enrolled" barwidth=0.51 datatransparency=0.5
fillattrs=GraphData2 orient=horizontal;
endlayout;
layout overlay _id='R1' / xaxisopts=(DISPLAY=( LINE )) yaxisopts=(display=(TICKVALUES LINE ) TICKVALUEATTRS=(FAMILY="Arial"));
  REFERENCELINE X = 100 / LINEATTRS=(COLOR=GRAY PATTERN=SHORTDASH);
  REFERENCELINE X = 200 / LINEATTRS=(COLOR=GRAY PATTERN=SHORTDASH);
  REFERENCELINE X = 300 / LINEATTRS=(COLOR=GRAY PATTERN=SHORTDASH);
  REFERENCELINE X = 400 / LINEATTRS=(COLOR=GRAY PATTERN=SHORTDASH);
  REFERENCELINE X = 500 / LINEATTRS=(COLOR=GRAY PATTERN=SHORTDASH);
  barchart _id='R1A' x=APPL_CYCLE y=_R1A / name='ADMOS1' skin=modern
datatransparency=0.5 orient=horizontal;
  barchart _id='R1E' x=APPL_CYCLE y=_R1E / name='ENROS1' skin=modern
barwidth=0.51 datatransparency=0.5 fillattrs=GraphData2 orient=horizontal;
endlayout;
layout overlay _id='L2' / xaxisopts=(reverse=true DISPLAY=( LINE ))
yaxisopts=(display=(LINE ));
  REFERENCELINE X = 100 / LINEATTRS=(COLOR=GRAY PATTERN=SHORTDASH);
  REFERENCELINE X = 200 / LINEATTRS=(COLOR=GRAY PATTERN=SHORTDASH);
  REFERENCELINE X = 300 / LINEATTRS=(COLOR=GRAY PATTERN=SHORTDASH);
  REFERENCELINE X = 400 / LINEATTRS=(COLOR=GRAY PATTERN=SHORTDASH);
  REFERENCELINE X = 500 / LINEATTRS=(COLOR=GRAY PATTERN=SHORTDASH);
  barchart _id='L2A' x=APPL_CYCLE y=_L2A / name='ADMIS2' skin=modern
datatransparency=0.5 orient=horizontal;
  barchart _id='L2E' x=APPL_CYCLE y=_L2E / name='ENRIS2' skin=modern
barwidth=0.51 datatransparency=0.5 fillattrs=GraphData2 orient=horizontal;
endlayout;
layout overlay _id='R2' / xaxisopts=(DISPLAY=( LINE )) yaxisopts=(display=(
  TICKVALUES LINE ) TICKVALUEATTRS=(FAMILY="Arial"));
  REFERENCELINE X = 100 / LINEATTRS=(COLOR=GRAY PATTERN=SHORTDASH);
  REFERENCELINE X = 200 / LINEATTRS=(COLOR=GRAY PATTERN=SHORTDASH);
  REFERENCELINE X = 300 / LINEATTRS=(COLOR=GRAY PATTERN=SHORTDASH);
  REFERENCELINE X = 400 / LINEATTRS=(COLOR=GRAY PATTERN=SHORTDASH);
  REFERENCELINE X = 500 / LINEATTRS=(COLOR=GRAY PATTERN=SHORTDASH);
  barchart _id='R2A' x=APPL_CYCLE y=_R2A / name='ADMOS2' skin=modern
datatransparency=0.5 orient=horizontal;
endlayout;
```
/* Additional code for the SAS macro calls in the GTL example */

%macro FORMAL(ttl1, ttl2, ttl3, pno);
/*%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%*/
*** Office of Institutional Research & Planning ***
*** SAS Macro                               ***
*** ------------------------------------------- ***
*** Description:                             ***
*** OIRP Formal report title macro for RTF ODS report ***
*** Output.                                   ***
*** ------------------------------------------- ***
*** Created: 03/28/07                       By: R. Cherland ***
/*%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%*/

%let sep=\;
%let execpath=;
%let execpath=%sysfunc(GetOption(SYSIN));
%if %length(&execpath)=0 and %symexist(_CLIENTPROJECTPATH)=0 %then
  %let execpath=%sysget(SAS_EXECFILEPATH);
%else if %symexist(_CLIENTPROJECTPATH) %then
  %let execpath=%substr(&_CLIENTPROJECTPATH,2,%eval(%length(&_CLIENTPROJECTPATH)-2));
%else
  %let execpath=G:\DATAD\OIRP\PleaseNameMe.sas);
%
%let prog=%scan(&execpath,-1,&sep);
%let path=%substr(&execpath,1,%eval(%length(&execpath)-%length(&prog)));%
%*
%let right1=Page (*ESC*){thispage};
%let right2=%sysfunc(date(),mmddyy8.);
%let right3=%sysfunc(time(),time8.);%
%*
%if &pno gt 0 %then %do;
  options pageno=&pno;
%end;
  title1 j=l '(*ESC*)S={preimage="C:\SAS\macros\formal.jpg"}';
  j=c h=11pt '(*ESC*)S={font_weight=bold}ttl1(*ESC*)n&ttl2(*ESC*)n&ttl3(*ESC*)S={};'
  j=r h=8pt '&right1(*ESC*)n&right2(*ESC*)n&right3";:
footnote1 j=l h=8pt "Generated by: &path.&prog";
%
options nodate nonumber;
%mend FORMAL;
/*%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%*/
*** Office of Institutional Research & Planning ***
*** SAS Macro                               ***
*** ------------------------------------------- ***
*** Description:                             ***
*** For when you do not want to type in the pathname for your output report. The extension parameter allows you to add numbers or letters after the main name segment in those cases where multiple reports are being generated by the program in SAS for Windows Enhanced Editor. ***
*** Created: 01/24/07                       By: R. Cherland ***
/*%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%*/

%macro outpath(ext);
%unquote(%str(%')%substr(%sysget(SAS_EXECFILEPATH),1,%length(%sysget(SAS_EXECFILEPATH))-%length(\ext\str('%'))%%str%')
%mend outpath